The pandemic is a portal [said Arundhati roy]
Aly-khan satchu
Sunday, March 28, 2021
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AZERIA
@Azeria64Azeria Dec 31, 2019
Syndrome respiratoire aigu sévère (#SRAS) en Chine ?

Since the end of December 2019, when I learnt of covid19, time I have found
has become non-linear. It has been a paradoxical situation, physically static
[for the most part] anticipating the ‘’virulent plague that travelled through the
air as if on wings, it burned through cities like fire’’
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But at the same time very stream of consciousness. My dreams became so
vivid and real and just one portal of many,
Is it really social distancing if we are all surrounded by djinn ASKED @AAOLOMI and I
thought to myself we are all djinn now.
The Quran says that the Djinn are made of a smokeless and
"scorching fire", They are usually invisible to humans, but humans do appear clearly to
Djinn, as they can possess them. DJinn have the power to travel large distances at extreme
speeds and are thought to live in remote areas.

I found myself immersing myself in the latin American genre of magic realism, following
William Dalrymple’s twitter handle to exotic destinations

Dreaming of escape and travel and of portals trough which I would pass like I imagined
there was a portal at the bottom of my garden in Mombasa through which I could pass and
return.

She told him she dreamed about escaping. That was all she dreamed about. Paris, Texas
(1984) dir. Wim Wenders
https://twitter.com/doctorow/status/1373092352886116354?s=20
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Itamaraty Palace Spiral Staircase designed by #Oscar Niemeyer icekev
https://j.mp/39k6vIo

I return to t.s eliot
To lead you to an overwhelming question ...
Oh, do not ask, “What is it?”
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Let us go and make our visit.
This strange dream like sequence of non linear time has been the overwhelming experience
for what feels like an eternity now.

The Virus remains an exogenous uncertainty that is still not resolved though all
the virologists who have metastasized into vaccinologists will have you believe
its all sunlit uplands from here.

Glorious sunrise at the Borana conservancy @nickdimbleby @JamboMagazine
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Lets start with headline numbers

Just a reminder that this pandemic, far from being over, is gathering steam once again
globally with cases going up across the world. @kakape

https://twitter.com/kakape/status/1376116450075754497?s=20

As You can see infection numbers have been rising since early February.

Wave 3 - We are once again entering an exponential escape velocity Phase
#COVID19

Whilst we have witnessed a sharp slowdown in infections in the uk, us, Israel where vaccine
deployment has been the most intense, cases now point higher.
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The US and the UK are leading the vaccine race..@TetotRemi
https://twitter.com/TetotRemi/status/1375806297677914112?s=20

and it is paying off for the UK...@TetotRemi
https://twitter.com/TetotRemi/status/1375806301771550721?s=20
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As well as the US...@TetotRemi
https://twitter.com/TetotRemi/status/1375806305559019523?s=20

The ''warp speed'' Vaccine Roll Out is chasing the coat Tails of the Virus.
https://bit.ly/2X4C9mS

"“The variants are like a thoroughbred and our vaccines are like a workhorse,”
noted evolutionary biologist Sally Otto. @yaneerbaryam
https://twitter.com/yaneerbaryam/status/1375843537934295046?s=20

"More variants equals more mutations, which equals more risk for all of us,
and they are outracing vaccines.'' @yaneerbaryam
https://twitter.com/yaneerbaryam/status/1375845665339809794?s=20
08-FEB-2021 :: We are at peak vaccine euphoria
https://j.mp/3tEw7IL
Folks I followed on Twitter for their epidemiological excellence now simply
recite Vaccine / Inoculation data like a liturgy.
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We have now passed peak vaccine euphoria because we are seeing a sustained
acceleration in mutant viruses.
Of course we have
P.1 is 2.5 times more transmissible than the wild-type B lineage. And way more
transmissible than B.1.1.7. @bollemdb @obscovid19br
How P.1 prevalence has evolved in Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul. There is a
striking jump between January and February 2021.@bollemdb @azavascki

Exponential growth unlike any other that we have seen. Brazil is a global threat
@bollemdb
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Brazil recorded 85,948 additional confirmed cases of the novel coronavirus in
the past 24 hours and 3,438 deaths from COVID-19 second day in a row
fatalities have exceeded 3,000.

We have Ph-B.1.1.28 in the phillipines

Whole genome sequencing revealed that the 33 samples with the Ph-B.1.1.28
emergent variant merit further investigation as they all contain the E484K,
N501Y, and P681H Spike mutations previously found in other variants of
concern such as the South African B.1.351, the Brazil P.1 and the UK B.1.1.7
variants.

This is the first known report of these mutations co-occurring in the same
virus.

@BNODesk Mar 26 NEW: The Philippines reports 9,838 new coronavirus cases,
the biggest one-day increase on record
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We just submitted a pre-print 'A novel variant of interest (VOI) of SARS-CoV-2
with multiple spike mutations detected through travel surveillance in
Africa.' @Tuliodna

This VOI has 31 amino acids mutations. In Spike has 11 mutations and three deletions in the
N-terminal domain

It has some key mutations, including the E484K, R346K and P681H. The R346K is the
associated with resistance to class 3 RBD NAbs recently described
by @jbloom_lab @Tuliodna

There are also 5 substitutions and 3 deletions in the NTD antigenic supersite (Y144Δ,
R246M, SYL247-249Δ and W258L)
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the most diverse A lineage sequencers ever described. It also worry us as it was found in
three travelers from Tanzania in Angola. There is almost no data from COVID-19 in
Tanzania. @Tuliodna
https://twitter.com/Tuliodna/status/1375116677860442127?s=20

When compared with other variants of concern and variants of interest, this is the most
divergent one. @Tuliodna
https://twitter.com/Tuliodna/status/1375116684445544449?s=20
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We decided to report this as a new VOI given the constellation of mutations with known or
suspected biological significance, specifically resistance to neutralizing antibodies and
potentially increased transmissibility. @Tuliodna
https://twitter.com/Tuliodna/status/1375116689101225989?s=20
Whilst we have only detected three cases with this new VOI, this warrants urgent
investigation as the source country, Tanzania, has a largely undocumented epidemic and
few public health measures in place to prevent spread within and out of the country.
https://twitter.com/Tuliodna/status/1375116691663958020?s=20

These are just three examples of what is now a trend in many parts of the
world.
@bnodesk NEW: India reports 62,632 new coronavirus cases, the biggest oneday increase since October
We have reentered an escape velocity phase
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Markets are beginning to whipsaw
ahead of a major pull back in equity indices
a rally in ust 10 yields and
a rally in precious metals

The fact that a largecap like $VIAC could fall by 40% in one day due to one
single shareholder liquidating is a good reminder that public market
“valuations” are only based on what the marginal buyer is willing to pay for a
marginal share. @ecommerceshares

Cathie Wood is day trading stocks like a monkey on crack..I do not see how this
is sustainable for this fund @chigrl
https://twitter.com/chigrl/status/1375532342140416009?s=20
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ARK Innovation ETF's Top 10 Holdings, % Below High: @charliebilello
https://twitter.com/charliebilello/status/1375515477003313152?s=20
1) Tesla $TSLA: -31%
2) Square $SQ: -26%
3) Teladoc $TDOC: -42%
4) Roku $ROKU: -37%
5) Zillow $Z: -39%
6) Zoom $ZM: -46%
7) Spotify $SPOT: -31%
8) Shopify $SHOP: -30%
9) CRISPR $CRSP: -49%
10) Baidu $BIDU: -46%
Data: @ycharts
momentum on the recovery slows @dlacalle_IA
https://twitter.com/dlacalle_IA/status/1376097582162796545?s=20
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Suddenly 10y USTs looking a lot more attractive on a relative basis versus
JGBs @DavidSchawel
https://twitter.com/DavidSchawel/status/1375798375845666818?s=20
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I expect ust 10 yEAR yIELDS TO TARGET 1.45%

Mar 20 Powell has the “shorts” where he wants them. Wave 3 COVID on the
way All he has to do is say no more 10 year Bonds for sale and we get a mega
short squeeze. Counterintuitively this is a better Bet. @FT
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1373220114129125378?s=20

CRUDE OIL IS OVERCOOKED ABOVE $60.00 AND WILL FALL SHARPLY AFTER THE
SUEZ SITUATION IS RESOLVED
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GOLD HAS COMPLETED ITS CONSOLIDATION AND IS HEADED BACK TO athS
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I expect china to occupy Taiwan before the end of the year
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